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 BT  -  0  -  S  -   0   - TW*
 model 

wielkość
 kolor kod 

opcja błystki  skrzydełka rysunku

 model size
 blade painting 

option   colour code

   Spinner
  

  
 

Model
 

Größe 
Blattfarbe

 Zeichnung Option
    Kode

 модель размер
 цвет расцветка 

вариант   лепестка блёсен
* twister (TW), ripper (RP), chwost • fly • Fliege • xbocm (XB)

Options

Available
colours

10 g

4 g

8 g

5,5 g

8 g

8 g

BT-3-S-29-RP

BT-2-S-0-XB

TA-BT-1/3-S-39

TA-BT-0/2-S-27

TA-BT-1/3-S-32-TW

BT-3-S-23-TA

23 24 25 26 27 28

30 31 32 33 34 35 3629 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 PL

This model is one of the most universal spinning lures which can be used in any conditions in both still and run-
ning water. Due to medium angle (app. 45 degrees) of elliptic blade work spinners from this series work very stably 
in water during slow drawing. In running water it is possible to use the � shing technique both downstream and 
upstream. Smallest sizes - 0 and 1 - are perfect for perch, chub and ide � shing. Sizes 2 and 3 are very good models 
of trout spinners. Size 4 is mainly used for pike � shing. Wide colour range enables usage of these spinners during 
various weather and water conditions. In this series there are models equipped with a tassel on the anchor and 
so called tandems: spinners with double blades and spinners connected to hook dressed in with twister, and also 
spinner connected with hook dressed in ripper or rubber octopus

Practical advice

Very e� ective � shing method with these spinners is so called 
“half drift” � shing. After casting perpendicularly to the bank or 
against the stream wait till the spinner drops at the required 
depth and strain the line delicately raising the tip to initiate spin-
ner work. Then let the river current drift the spinner to your bank 
and always control the line tension taking up the slack with the 
reel. When the spinner reaches your bank spool the line drawing 
the spinner along the shoreline. 

Perch Chub Ide

Grayling Trout

Pike

6 g

10 g

3,5 g

2,5 g

4,5 g

BT-4-S-0

BT-3-S-0

BT-2-S-0

BT-1-S-0

BT-0-S-0

Beetle

Current Current

Current

Spooling

CastSp
in

ne
r d

rif
t
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Available colours

Options

 BG  -  0  -  S   -  0   -  TW*
 model 

wielkość
 kolor kod 

opcja błystki  skrzydełka rysunku

 model size
 blade painting 

option   colour code

   Spinner
  

  
 

Model
 

Größe 
Blattfarbe

 Zeichnung Option
    Kode

 модель размер
 цвет расцветка 

вариант   лепестка блёсен
* twister (TW), ripper (RP), chwost • fly • Fliege • xbocm (XB)

7,5 g

10,5 g

11 g

6 g

7,5 g

13 g

45 46 47 48 49 50 0 (M)51 (glow)

BG-2-G-50-RP

BG-3-S-0(M)-TW

TA-BG-1/3-S-0(M)

BT-2-S-0(M)-XB

BG-2-S-48-TU

TA-BG-1/3-S-0-TW

52

The series of spinning lures with wide blades shaped similar to the model Fire
 y but they are more oval. They are 
characterized by perfect work both upstream and downstream in river � sheries and in � sheries with still water. 
Characteristic feature of this series is a big eye situated on the blade which increases attractiveness and � shing 
ability of these spinners. These lures come in sizes 0 to 3. They are mainly intended for perch, ide, chub and trout 
� shing. In this series besides an eye there are holograms resembling � sh scale on the blade. In this series we have 
also models equipped with a tassel on the anchor, and so called tandems: spinners with double blades and spinners 
connected to hook dressed in a twister, and also spinner connected to hook dressed in a twister, ripper or rubber 
octopus.

Perch Chub Ide

Trout

Pike

Practical advice

Reed � shing. Position the boat on the verge of the reed and open water. Cast 
parallel to the reed at a distance of about 1 km. Depending on the depth draw 
the spinner parallel to the reed at di� erent depths: under the surface, at medium 
depth and just above the bottom. 

2,5 g

4 g

5,5 g

8,5 g

13 g

BG-3-S-0

BG-2-S-0

BG-1-S-0

BG-O-S-0

BigEye

BG-4-S-0

Cast

Spinner drawing
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Available colours

Options

 CE  - 0 -  S   - 0  - TW*
 model 

wielkość
 kolor kod 

opcja błystki  skrzydełka rysunku

 model size
 blade painting 

option   colour code

   Spinner
  

  
 

Model
 

Größe 
Blattfarbe

 Zeichnung Option
    Kode

 модель размер
 цвет расцветка 

вариант   лепестка блёсен
* twister (TW), ripper (RP), chwost • fly • Fliege • xbocm (XB)

TA-CE-1/3-S-50

13 g

CE-TA-1/3-S-46

15 g

CE-2-S-46-RP

8 g

CE-2-S-57-RP

8 g

CE-TA-0/2-S-45

11 g

CE-2-S-50-TU

8 g

CE-2-S-47-XB

6 g

575048474645

These spinning lures resemble the series Big-Eye but they di� er in characteristic folding on the bottom part of the 
blade. Due to this folding the spinner work causes bigger hydroacoustic wave which stimulates prey to attack. 
The blade of this spinner rotates at a greater angle from the axis and starts to work immediately after hooking the 
spinner. These spinners are dedicated to � shing in both dead water and 
 owing water where it is possible to � sh 
upstream and downstream. There are 5 sizes of these spinners – 0-4. The smaller sizes are perfect for chub, ide, 
perch, and trout � shing. Sizes 3 and 4 are good for pike � shing. In this series there are also tandems which consist 
of two blades. 

Perch Chub Ide

Grayling Trout

Pike

Fishing in shallow watery areas near the aquatic vegetation. After 
casting start immediate line spooling. Hold your � shing rod raised 
high to draw the spinner above the plants being under the water sur-
face. While drawing you can maneuver the � shing rod to right or to 
left to avoid the plants. 

Practical advice
8,5 g

5,5 g

4 g

13 g

2,5 gCE-3-S-53

CE-2-S-53

CE-4-S-53

CE-1-S-53

CE-0-S-53

CatEye

Cast

Spinner drawing
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TA-FF-1/3-S-58-RP

FF-2-S-58-XB

TA-FF-0/2-S-O

TA-FF-1/3-S-0

FF-2-S-58-XBFF-2-S-58-XBFF-2-S-58-XBFF-2-S-58-XBFF-2-S-0-TU

FF-5-S-0

FF-4-S-0

FF-2-S-0

FF-0-S-0

FF-3-S-0

FF-1-S-0

Fire� y

Available colours

Options

 FF   -  0  -  S   -  0   -  TW*
 model 

wielkość
 kolor kod 

opcja błystki  skrzydełka rysunku

 model size
 blade painting 

option   colour code

   Spinner
  

  
 

Model
 

Größe 
Blattfarbe

 Zeichnung Option
    Kode

 модель размер
 цвет расцветка 

вариант   лепестка блёсен
* twister (TW), ripper (RP), chwost • fly • Fliege • xbocm (XB)

10 g

5 g

6 g

8 g

7 g

52 53 54 55

56 57 59 60 61 62

63 64

58

65 66 67 68 69 70 71

These spinning lures with wide blade are perfectly suitable for � shing in still water. The blade working angle of 
about 60 degrees. This is the reason why these spinners are perfect baits also for � shing downstream. Characteristic 
wide blade rotations of this model cause a big hydroacoustic wave which prey � sh can’t fail to attack. Thus many 
trout � shermen have already met beautiful river trout. In this series there are sizes from 0 to 5, so it is possible to use 
them for all kinds of prey. Sizes 1 and 2 are especially recommended for chub, 2 and 3 for trout and 4 and 5 for pike 
and cat� sh � shing. Reach colour range enables the usage of these spinners during di� erent weather conditions and 
various water transparency. In this series there are also models equipped with a tassel on the anchor and so called 
tandems: spinners with double blades and spinners connected who the hook dressed in a ripper or rubber octopus. 

Perch Chub Trout

PikeCat� sh

Fishing method downstream, very e� ective in river trout � shing. Cast up-
stream controlling the spinner 
 ight, close the reel bail and start immedi-
ate line spooling when the spinner falls to the water. Fit the speed of line 
spooling to the current speed to ensure constant spinner work. 

Practical advice

3,5 g

2,5 g

4,5 g

10 g

12 g

6 g

Cast

Spinner drawing

Current

Current
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Spinner drawing
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 model 
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opcja błystki  skrzydełka rysunku

 model size
 blade painting 

option   colour code

   Spinner
  

  
 

Model
 

Größe 
Blattfarbe

 Zeichnung Option
    Kode

 модель размер
 цвет расцветка 

вариант   лепестка блёсен
* twister (TW), ripper (RP), chwost • fly • Fliege • xbocm (XB)

Options

Available colours

9 g

5,5 g

11 g

8,5 g

7 g

TA-GF-1/3-S-0

GF-2-S-78-XB

TA-GF-1/3-S-85-RP

GF-3-S-77-TW

72 73 74

75 76 78 79 80 8177

84 85 86 87 88 89 90

GF-3-S-88-TU

Practical advice

Fishing from the bank of the pool with still water using fan casting tech-
nique. Go as far as possible into the deep and use wagging technique. Cast 
as far as possible starting to cast as close as possible to the bank from the 
left or right side. Then cast several degrees aside and so on till you reach 
the bank. Try to � sh at di� erent depths and use variable speed of spinner 
pulling. 

This spinner shape is similar to the series Big Eye but they di� er in elliptical blade which is more extended, and also 
in weight. The spinners from this series are lighter. The artwork is also di� erent. This series is featured by very stable 
work of the blade which constantly rotates even during very slow drawing. The spinners have versatile use in both 
still and running water. The smallest „number one” spinner is perfect for perch, chub and ide. The bigger spinners - 2 
and 3 - are excellent for trout and spinner number 4 works well in pike � shing. In this series there are also the models 
equipped with a tassel on the anchor and so called tandems: spinners with double blades and spinners connected 
to the hook dressed in a twister or rubber octopus.  

3 g

5 g

10,5 g

6,5 g

Perch Chub Ide

Trout Pike

Gad-� y 

GF-4-S-0

GF-2-S-0

GF-3-S-0

GF-1-S-0
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Options

16 g

14 g

10 g

13 g

13 g

10 g

Available colours

 MQ  -  0  -  S   -  0   -  TW*
 model 

wielkość
 kolor kod 

opcja błystki  skrzydełka rysunku

 model size
 blade painting 

option   colour code

   Spinner
  

  
 

Model
 

Größe 
Blattfarbe

 Zeichnung Option
    Kode

 модель размер
 цвет расцветка 

вариант   лепестка блёсен
* twister (TW), ripper (RP), chwost • fly • Fliege • xbocm (XB), 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

MQ-3-S-18-RP
(ripper)

TA-MQ-1/3-S-18-TW
 (twister)

TA-MQ-1/3-S-0

TA-MQ-0/2-S-0

MQ-3-S-4-TU MQ-3-S-3-XB
These spinners with extended blade which vibrates near the body and rotates at working angle of ap. 30 degrees. Such 
construction makes the spinners not to resist the water strongly, it predisposes them to � shing in running water and for 
deep drawing in still water. In the rivers these spinners work well during � shing upstream. These spinners are e� ective for 
all predators, number 3 is especially recommended for Asp � shing. Smaller models are e� ective for perch, chub, ide and 
trout � shing. Size 4 is appreciated during trout � shing in the rivers as also in pike � shing in deep lakes. These spinners are 
of many colours giving possibility of matching them to the weather and water conditions. In this series there is also used 
the connection of two spinners in tandem and the spinner connection to the hook dressed in a ripper or rubber octopus.

Practical advice

E� ective method with this spinner is � shing on the underwater hills 
in the lake. Cast the spinner as far as possible while staying in a boat 
on the top of the underwater hill. Wait till the spinner drops on the 
bottom and then start to spool the line to activate the spinner work. 
Control the work all the time so that the spinner works just above the 
bottom on hill slope. You can control this by raising or lowering the tip 
or by temporal ceasing of line spooling. 

4,5 g

2,5 g

8,5 g

11 g

15 g

Perch Chub Ide

Grayling Trout

Pike

Sea trout

Asp

Mosquito

MQ-4-S-0

MQ-3-S-0

MQ-1-S-0

MQ-0-S-0

MQ-2-S-0

Spinner drawing

Cast
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Pike
These are pendulum lures of a shape of one of the most popular pendulum spinners – gnome. Many spinningers 
chasing after pike use these spinners, but also other prey such as cat� sh or zander attack this bait eagerly. Due to 
its lazy work in the water it accurately imitates the motion of ill � sh. This spinner can be successfully used in both 
still and running water. Casting this spinner you can achieve far distances and precisely reach predator potential 
hiding place. It is widely used in di� erent � shing techniques. Smaller models can be drawn with unvarying speed, 
with breaks or with twitch. Sometimes you can try quick ”Asp” drawing under the surface. The two biggest models 
can be successfully used in trolling method. In this series there is a spinner called Pike Acustic which consists of two 
spinners to elicit additional acoustic impulses.

Pike Zander

Cat� sh

40 g

28 g

22 g

14 g

8 g

28 g

22 g

16 g

PK-1-S

PK-0-S

Pike 
Acustic

PK Acustic-1-S/S

PK Acustic-2-G/S

PK-3-G

PK-2-S

PK-4-S

PK Acustic-3-G/S

This is the series of pendulum lures of the shape of famous alga. This is one of the most classical and versatile pen-
dulum spinners for perch, zander, cat� sh and above all for pike � shing. Many sea spinningers use these spinners 
for sea trout and salmon. The spinner works well in running and still water. Due to deeper curve of this spinner it 
works well even by very slow drawing, imitating � sh motion. It is possible to � sh with it using di� erent techniques: 
unvarying pulling, pulling with breaks, jiggling , twitching or e� ective so called ”half drift” method in the river. The 
biggest model works well as trolling bait. The model of 21 g comes in bicolor silver-copper version which must be 
interesting for sea trout and salmon � shermen.

Perch Pike

Sea trout

Zander

Salmon

Cat� sh

Fishing in deep cavities and rubbles in the rivers using the 
method of holding. Cast to a cavity or above a rubble, wait till 
the spinner reaches required depth. Don’t pull but hold the 
spinner in one place raising and lowering the tip. Then rotate 
a handle several times and hold the spinner in one place again. 
Repeat this cycle several times.

Practical advice

option silver/copper

8 g

15 g

21 g

35 g

Perch

PR-3-S

PR-2-S

PR-1-S
PR-0-S

PR Acustic-3-S/G

PR-1-S/C

Cast

Spooling

Spinner holding

Current

Current
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Spinner drawing along the 
bank upstream. Cast parallel to 
the bank and wait till the spin-
ner drops on the bottom. Then 
pick the spinner up to work 
and draw it in your direction. 
Control the distance of the 
spinner from the bank mow-
ing the tip from or to the bank. 
You can stop rotating the reel 
for a moment allowing the 
spinner to work for a certain 
period of time in one place. 

This spinner shape resembles alga but it is more elongated. It is perfect for 
cat� sh and zander � shing and it is especially e� ective during night spinning. 
It is very e� ective during slow drawing and drawing with breaks. 

Very universal spinners come in 2 colours: silver and copper. They are perfect 
for river pike, zander and trout and salmon � shing. You can use a lot of spinner 
working techniques matching the proper technique to the conditions in the 
� shery. During a quick working and in the fast current it starts to produce rota-
ry motion. During the slow working it produces swinging motion. 

This is a classical pendulum lure which shape resembles well-known hornwort. 
It is dedicated to both still and running water. It is characterized by excellent 
work in every drawing technique. In a fast current and during fast drawing it 
starts rotary motion. This spinner can be used for pike, zander and cat� sh as 
also for trout and salmon � shing.

Practical advice

18 g 23 g

18 g

14 g
20 g

Pike Zander

Sea trout Cat� sh

Pike Zander

Sea trout Cat� sh

Pike Zander

Sea trout Cat� sh

Lady

Atom

Osa OS-1-S OS-0-S

LD-0-S

AT-1-C

AT-0-S

AT-0-S/C

AT-1-99

AT Acustic-1-G/S

This is extremely e� ective spinner for pike, zander and cat� sh. It can be suc-
cessfully used in still and running water. It works well during the slowest 
drawing. You can use it for trout � shing during low water level in the rivers. 

This is very universal spinner for use in both still and running water. It is 
e� ective for pike, zander and cat� sh � shing. It can be also used for trout 
� shing. It works especially dynamically in the river, sometimes it starts to 
produce rotary motion which makes it more e� ective. 

There are two weight options of this spinner –14 g and 18 g. This is an excel-
lent proposition for trout and salmon � shers. These copper spinners resem-
ble well-known pendulum lures. They are very e� ective in the rivers during 
half drift � shing. These spinners are also perfect lures for pike. 

Practical advice
These spinners work well in so 
called “half drift” � shing. After cast-
ing parallel to the bank or a little 
bit against the stream wait till the 
spinner drops at the required depth 
and delicately strain the line raising 
the tip to initiate the spinner work. 
Then allow the river current to drift 
the spinner to your bank, constantly 
control the line strain by taking up 
the slack with the reep. When the 
spinner reaches your bank spool 
the line drawing the spinner along 
the shoreline. 

Pike Zander

Salmon

Pike Zander

Sea trout Cat� sh

Salmon

Pike Zander

Sea trout Cat� sh

12 g

14 g
18 g

14 g
14 g

SalmonSea trout Cat� sh

SI-1-S SI-0-S

Splake

Keta

Sima

KT-1-S

SP-1-S

SP-1-S/C

SP-1-S/G

KT-1-G

Cast

Spooling

Spinner d
rif

tCurrent

Current CurrentCurrent
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Salmon

Pike Zander

Sea trout

Asp

Salmon

1919

The spinners shaped like well -known walrus work well for zander, cat� sh and 
pike � shing in the rivers and sea trout � shing from the shore. They work well 
for � shing on the drop. They are of one size and two weights: 20 g and 24 g. 

These spinners are e� ective for perch, Asp and zander � shing. The smallest 
model can be used in winter � shing with a spinner in the blowhole. The big-
gest model is e� ective for sea trout � shing on the seashore. 

*20 g/24 g 

4,5 g
10 g

14 g

Cat� sh

Perch

Pike

AspZander

Sea trout

Perch

Pike Asp

Zander

Cat� sh Sea trout

* one size, two weights

Tramp TR-1-S

BS-1-S

BS-2-S
BS-3-S

Bass

These spinners are recommended for river � shing of pike, zander and 
Asp - models 10 g and 20 g. The biggest model - 37 g – can be used for 
heavy cat� sh and danube salmon spinning. These spinners work well 
for sea trout � shing from the shore. They are perfect for drawing up-
stream. During unvarying drawing the spinner moves in zigzag way. 
It starts swinging motion on the drop. 

*28 g/37 g

20g10 g

Pike ZanderAsp

Sea trout Cat� sh

24 g20 g16 g

Steelhead
SH-0-S

SH-1-C

SH-2-G

SL-0-S

SL-1-C

SL-2-G

This series of spinners come in three colours: silver, golden and cop-
per. They are versatile spinners which can be used for river � shing of 
pike, zander, cat� sh, Asp, trout and salmon. They can be also used for 
sea trout � shing from the shore. The work of this spinner is character-
ized by considerable swings.  

Boat Fishing with interrupted spooling. Use this method in the 

 at places in the lakes. Cast as far as possible. Wait till the spin-
ner drops on the bottom – the line isn’t strained. Start to spool 
the line with the help of the reel. Stop spooling after several 
rotations, wait a moment and start spooling again. Repeat this 
cycle several times. You can speed up or slow down spooling 
between breaks. 

Practical advice

Spinner drawing

Cast

Two spinners- 10 and 16 g which can be successfully used for perch � sh-
ing – lighter spinner, and Asp � shing – heavier spinner. Bigger spinner 
works well for sea trout � shing from the shore. 

16 g
10 g

Perch

Pike

Sea trout

Asp

Zander

Cat� sh

20 g

KR-0-S

KR-1-S

KR-2-S
Krocodile

* one size, 
two weights
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These spinners are dedicated mainly to sea trout and gar� sh 
� shing from the shore. They come in two sizes and three 
weights: 16 g, 18 g and 24 g. During quick drawing it moves 
in zigzag way. On the drop it starts rotating movement 
around its axis. There are four coloristic options of these spin-
ners.

The series of three spinners with elongate shape which have versatile usage. 
The smallest model can be used in � shing of perch and trout. Bigger models 
can be used for pike, zander, Asp and trout � shing from the shore.

22 g16 g

7 g

Pike Sea trout

AspZander

Pike

Sea trout

AspZander

* one size, two weights

*20/28 g

16 g

Trofast

Trout
TT-0-S

TT-2-S

TF-0-S
TF-1-S

H1

H2

H3

H4

TT-1-S

This narrow pendulum lure is dedicated mainly to surface Asp � shing. This 
spinner comes in one size and weight –2 g. Very e� ective � shing technique 
with this spinner is quick drawing just under the surface upstream slightly 
across the current –  the spinner moves in a zigzag manner. This spinner can 
be used in sea trout and gar� sh � shing from the shore.  

Practical advice

Fishing on the drop from a boat. 
After casting wait till spinner 
drops on the bottom. Then pick 
up the spinner with a quick 
movement of the � shing rod up-
wards. After that let the spinner 
drop loosely controlling the line 
tension. Repeat this cycle several 
times. 

*20/28 g

* one size,
two weights

12 g

Perch

Pike

Sea troutAsp

Zander

Cat� sh

Perch

Pike Sea trout

AspZander

Cat� sh

This spinner is similar to Pjevsa but it is heavier and bigger. There are two 
options: 20 g and 28 g. This spinner is dedicated to Asp � shing at big dis-
tances as also for sea trout and gar� sh � shing from the shore. E� ective � sh-
ing technique with this spinner is quick drawing under the surface with tip 
raised high. 

PJ-1-S

RL-1-S

Rolf

Pjevs

Spinner drawing

Cast

Pike

Sea trout

AspZander

The spinners from this series are dedicated mainly to � shing of trout 
and gar� sh from the shore and heavy sea spinning . These spinners 
come in three sizes and � ve weight variants. Smaller spinner can be 
used for gar� sh. It is possible to � sh with these spinners using many 
drawing techniques.  

Herring 

HR-0-S

HR-1-S

HR-2-S

*20/27 g14 g

*32/45 g

* one size,
two weights

S4

S1

S2

S3

S7

S8

S6

S5

S9

S10

Practical advice

Cast

Go in the sea as far as possible and use fan casting 
technique. Cast as far as possible starting from the 
cast near the seashore from the left or right side. Then 
cast several degrees aside. Fish at di� erent depths and 
use variable drawing speed. 
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This is a bait which connects the features both of lipless krankbait and light 
pilker. It is possible to � sh with it on the drop or to jig. During drawing with 
unvarying speed the bait moves in zigzag way by turns left and right. During 
jerking it works very intensively with characteristic approaching the surface, 
imitating ill � sh. On the drop it starts swinging motion. It is very e� ective 
bait for pike especially during � shing in still water. Many spinningers � shing 
pike in the lakes became convinced of e� ectiveness of this bait. In the sea it 
is possible to use Sito in shallow areas near the shore.  

Special spinner to sea spinning is dedicated mainly to � shing in shallow � sh-
eries. It is e� ective for jigging, � shing on the drop and jerking. This spinner 
works well during quick “Asp” drawing. During the drop it moves in zigzag 
way and starts rotating movement around its axis. It is e� ective for gar� sh 
and sea trout from the seashore. 

* one size, two weights

*38/45 g*20/26 g*12/16 g

Sea trout

AspGar� sh

Pike

AspGar� sh

Cod

Sea trout

*20 g/27g

Sito

Flash

ST-1-00

01

02

03

FL-0

FL-1

FL-2

* one size, two weights

04

05

06

07

08

03

04

01

00

06

05

07

02

This is connection of the rotating lure and the pendulum lure. This blure comes in many sizes. This is the reason why 
we can use it in di� erent � sheries, both in river and still, shallow or deep water. It is very e� ective for Asp , chub, pike 
and zander. During � shing with these tandems it is possible to use many techniques of lure drawing. In the river this 
lure works well during slow drawing across upstream with breaks during pulling down. In still water e� ective tech-
nique is drawing with unvarying speed, with jerking the tip from time to time. Various colour range enables use of 
these tandems in di� erent weather and lighting conditions in the � shery. 

Pike Zander

Sea trout

Asp

Salmon

Tandem Project

NT-5-S

NT-2-130

NT-2-123

NT-1-S

NT-3-129

NT-4-H2
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FR-0-H11

FR-1-H6

Fishing on the drop. Cast the bait as far as possible and wait 
till it drops on the bottom. Then you should tense the line 
and dynamically pick the pilker up from the bottom as high 
as possible. Then wait till the bait drops on the bottom con-
trolling the line tension during the falling. Repeat this cycle 
several times. 

Practical advice

The ilker with oblate side to sea � shing in the shallow 
� sheries. It works very well in jig technique. Due to 
mass distribution closer to the anchor, the � shing line 
doesn’t mesh with the anchor during dropping. 

Colour options for 
the models Gamvik 
and Fresvik.

This Pilker is similar to the series Gamvik but the mass of thus pilker is evenly 
distributed. This is the reason why during dropping the pilker doesn’t dive 
but to drops horizontally resembling ill � sh. That’s the reason why it is will-
ingly attacked even by cautius � sh.

Cod

Cod

27 g
22 g

15 g

16 g
27 g

Universal pilker of big weight span with a help of which it is pos-
sible to � sh both in shallow � sheries and deep sea, Its side is 
oblate and curved. So it is characterized by strong work. It is very 
e� ective during jigging and � shing on the drop. Wide colour 
range enables proper � tting of this pilker to lighting conditions 
and intensity of cod preying.

150 g

200 g
250 g

500 g300 g175 g150 g

Cod

Leka
This pilker is allocated to � shing in 
middle deep � sheries. Its one side 
is oblate and it makes characteristic 
swinging movement both during 
dropping and pulling up. This pilker 
can be used during various illumina-
tion conditions due to many coloris-
tic variants. 

Cod

Pilker drawing

Cast

LE-1-H5 LE-0-H6

H5

H1

H2

H3

H4

H6

H2

H1

H3

H4

H5

H6

H7

H8

H7

H8

H9

H10
LE-2-H9

SD-0-H11Stord
SD-1-H7

SD-2-H10SD-3-H8

Fresvik

Gamvik GM-0-H9

GM-1-H10

GM-2-H2

H1

H2

H3

H4

H6

H7

H8

H9

H10

H11
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Tis pilker is similar to Amala but its rear part is oblate this is the reason why 
it is a good bait for � shing on the drop. This pilker is allocated to � shing in 
very deep � sheries.

Solund
Pilker resembling a cigar in its shape is dedicated to 
deep cod � sheries located near sunken shipwrecks. It 
works well in the vertical drawing technique. It drops 
and reaches required depth very quickly. 

Cod

300 g

400 g
500 g

500 g

400 g

200 g

Sotra ST-0-06

ST-1-06

ST-2-04

SU-0-04

SU-1-05

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

03

04

02

01

05

ST-3-04

Cod

This Pilker is dedicated to � shing in very deep � sheries. During dropping 
and raising it moves to the side which allows to � sh in a quite a big area 
near the bottom. It is ideal for � shing above the plate bottom which is free 
from thorns.

Dorsz

Amal
This pilker is dedicated to deep � sheries 
located near sunken shipwrecks. It drops 
on the bottom very quickly and enables ef-
fective vertical � shing. Due to reach colour 
range it is easy to match it to the lighting and 
water conditions and. 

Dorsz

550 g450 g
350 g

600 g400 g

1

2

3

H1

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

H7

H8

H9

H10

200 g

4

Pilker Magnum PM-1-2

PM-2-2

PM-3-2

AM-1-H3

AM-2-H1

PM-4-2

H10
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 P K  -  2 -  1 2 0 -  H *
 model 

wielkość
 kod 

opcja błystki  rysunku

 model size
 painting 

option   code

   
  

  
 

Model
 

Größe Zeichnung Option
   Kode

 модель размер
   расцветка 

вариант   блёсен
 * folia holograficzna • holographic foil • (H)

Specialty of our company 
is hand painting of spin-
ners. Due to this painting 
method of spinners, it is 
possible to reproduce nat-
ural colours of � sh and to 
match spinner colour to 
the weather conditions, 
water transparency or 
lighting conditions of the 
� shery. 

Hand painting patterns

100 101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109

110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119

120 121 122 123 124 125 126 127 129 129

130 131 132 133 134 135 136 137

PK-2-120-H

MQ-3-120-H

TA-MQ-1/3-120

MQ-3-120

99


